Morphological variants of Sindbis virus produced by a mutation in the capsid protein.
Sindbis virus is a complex aggregate of RNA, protein and lipid. The virus is organized as two nested T = 4 icosahedral protein shells between which is sandwiched a lipid bilayer. The virus RNA resides within the inner protein shell. The inner protein shell is attached to the outer protein shell through contacts to proteins in the outer shell, which penetrate the lipid bilayer. The data presented in the following manuscript show that mutations in the capsid protein can result in the assembly of the virus structural proteins into icosahedra of different triangulation numbers. The triangulation numbers calculated, for these morphological variants, follow the sequence T = 4, 9, 16, 25 and 36. All fall into the class P = 1 of icosadeltahedra as was predicted by. The data support their hypothesis that families of icosahedra would be developed by altering the distance between the points of insertion of the five-fold axis. This capsid protein defect also results in the incorporation of much of the capsid protein, into large cytoplasmic aggregates of protein and RNA. These observations support models suggesting that the geometry of a pre-formed nucleocapsid organizes the assembly of the virus membrane proteins into a structure of identical configuration and argues against models suggesting that assembly of the membrane glycoproteins directs the assembly of the nucleocapsid.